
 

 
 

Working with Emotions: Tip Sheet  

Step 1: Get grounded and create a safe container. 

Ask: 
 What do I need to allow this emotional energy to flow through me? 
 What will help me feel strong and powerful in this moment? 
 What boundaries do I need to feel safe and supported in this moment? 

Ideas for Grounding and Creating Space: 

1) Bring your awareness to the present moment.  Take several deep breaths.  Feel your 
body being supported.  Connect with earth.  Notice the support above and around you.  
Feel for any calm, quiet stillness inside you.  Set up your energetic boundary. 
 

2) Notice and name what’s happening inside you.  Three questions to get started:  
 What is my mind doing?   
 What do I feel in my body?   
 What emotion(s) am I feeling? 

 
3) Return to your grounded center as needed: use a mantra, focus on the breath, 

reconnect with your body, or add supportive, mindful movement. 
 

 
Step 2: Bring gentle awareness to the techniques you might use to avoid, stuff, or reject your 
emotions.  I often turn to intellectualization, fix-it mode, numbing, or spiritual bypassing. 
 
 
Intellectualization: pushing emotions to the realm of conceptual ideas and rational thinking 
instead of experiencing or feeling them in our bodies. 
 

 In action: focusing on solving the puzzle of why we’re sad, angry, or afraid instead of 
feeling the emotions themselves. 
 

 Remember: Self-awareness is good, but our emotions want to be felt before they want 
to be understood. 

 



 

 
 

 

Fix-it mode: throwing ourselves into tasks or problem solving in an effort to manage 
uncomfortable emotions.  

 In action: jumping into immediate, manic action to alleviate, distract, or fix whatever 
hard emotion is present. 
 

 Remember: Action is good and okay, but don’t forget to feel, as this often clarifies the situation, 
eases the urgency, and gives you space to reconnect.  If it’s safe to do so, try feeling first, acting 
second, and see how it goes.   

 
 Note: Sometimes our emotions call for immediate action.  Trust yourself. 

 

Numbing mode: turning to comfort, distraction, or addiction as a way to not feel. 

 Note: You’ll know numbing behaviors for how they make you feel: disconnected, icky, unwell, 
and worse than before.  But numbing is not always bad!  Like icing an injury, sometimes 
numbing our emotions so that we can deal with them in smaller doses is a healthy way to care 
for ourselves.  Trust yourself, and give yourself what you need. 
 

 Remember: If we always numb and never feel, our emotional energy gets stuck, disrupting our 
flow and disconnecting us from our energy.  Sometimes, you may need emotional breaks, and 
that’s okay.  Trust yourself, and create safe space to hold and feel emotion when you can. 

 

Spiritual bypassing: using spiritual practices or beliefs to transcend, avoid, or push away emotion. 

 In action: Never allowing intense or hard emotions like anger, grief, or fear because they’re 
“unspiritual” or “low-vibe;” pushing past uncomfortable emotions and what they ask of us 
because they stand in the way of our spiritual transcendence. 
 

 Remember: True spirituality speaks to what is real in the world, and good spirituality is vast and 
sturdy enough to hold all of us: our pain, our questions, our doubt, and our emotions. 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

Step 3: Continue to explore and go deeper. 

Develop your connection to your emotional landscape with practices like mindfulness, creativity, or 
journaling.  Some questions to bring to that space: 

 Connection: What truth(s) am I tapping into as I feel this emotion?  How are my emotions 
helping me connect? 
 

 Information: Are my emotions providing me with any information?  Are they 
illuminating any patterns or giving me any instructions for now or later? 

 

 Flow: What wants to move with this emotion?  Where might flow be restored?  What 
wants to be felt, processed, and released?  Does this energy want to create, express, or 
make something?  If so, what and how? 

 

 Woo: How are my emotions connected to my spirituality?  How do my emotions support 
my intuition, inner wisdom, and/or spiritual connection?   

 

 

Suggested Reading:  

The Language of Emotions by Karla McLaren 

Spiritual Bypassing: When Spirituality Disconnects Us from What Really Matters by Robert Masters 

Finding Your Own North Star by Martha Beck 
 
 

*Note* Emotions can be challenging, and things like trauma, addiction, or mental health challenges can make 
emotions feel especially hard or overwhelming.  These challenges are beyond of the scope of what I’ve outlined 
here.  So if you feel stuck in your emotions, or if they feel unsafe to feel, please take care of yourself, call in 

additional support, and seek out professional help as needed.  


